
President’s Corner – John Russell 
 
The Magic of Giving 

In my mind, we (the Ann Arbor Magic Club) exist to further the art of magic in 

southeastern Michigan (and beyond) through performance, support, and encouragement. Not 

only for our members, but for the community around us as well. 

 That was very evident on Saturday, March 25th as we participated in the Westland Rotary 

Club’s “Magic of Giving” program at Wayne Memorial High School. 

 It looked like 550+ people (and a lot of them were kids) came out for an afternoon of 

magic, and I think they left amazed at what they saw that afternoon. 

 Current Westland Rotary president (and AAMC member) Don Oesterwind worked with 

his team to organize and promote the event; he and Dan Jones MC’d the show. 

 Backstage, members Dr. Joaquin Ayala, Jim Folkl, Jim Molnar, Rob Krozal, Eli Portala 

and Andrew Portala provided stage management and support. Eli Portala and George & Barb 

Mathis entertained the folks out in the auditorium and lobby before the show and during 

intermission. 

 Onstage, Linda Triemer (a.k.a. “Klinker the Clown”), Scott Mitchell, Joe Fusco, Gordon 

Schott & family, and myself filled the venue with magical entertainment. 

 Recording all for posterity were Gary Segadi (video) and Randy Smith (photographer).  

 Rounding out the AAMC presence were Richard Triemer, Pam Smith, Karl & Bill Rabe, 

Bob Goodwin and Ken Magee (there may have been others, but that’s who I saw and am aware 

of). 

 What a show it was and what an opportunity to not only showcase magic, but also to 

showcase our club! 

 I think most of us would like to see the club do more of these kinds of things. (BTW, I 

did throw our club name out as possible workers for the Saturday magic show at the American 

Museum of Magic in Marshall, MI this summer… we’ll see if that comes to fruition). 

 Don has suggested that this might become an annual event (count us in!), but perhaps we 

should also look at staging our own shows (perhaps in the fall, if this becomes a spring event) as 

well. The challenge, of course, is to not step on performers who make their living getting paid to 

perform while we potentially do it for free. The club received a nice stipend from Westland 

Rotary for our efforts. 

 So let’s keep this in mind and out for discussion so we can become THE center for magic 

in southeastern Michigan! 

 

Club News 

 The April meeting brings our (now) annual “Magic Mini-Mart” front and center. This 

small taste of our big fall event (set for Sunday September 24th, 2017 BTW) is a popular and fun 

way to move magic amongst our members. Inexpensive items seem to move the best (I bought a 
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very nice Chop Cup last year for just $5), so take a look through your magic 

drawer/closet/room/cave and see what you’re no longer using that might be of interest to 

someone else. It all takes place at Senate Coney Island on Wednesday, April 12th beginning at 

7pm (please come as early as 6pm if you care to eat).  

 Our March meeting had something of a twist: The Senate lost power from the big storm 

that day and we moved down the road to Mama Mia’s Italian Restaurant for what became a 

magic jam session. Free-wheeling and lots of fun, pretty much everyone took a swing at doing 

something, and it was just a great evening all around. I like to plan our meetings, but sometimes 

the spontaneous can create a memorable event. Now if we can just figure out how to plan a 

spontaneous event! LOL! 

 We are hoping to provide some kinds of teaching opportunities soon at some of the club 

meetings. I was looking at the flyer that we use to promote the club, and I had written that we 

can tap into “centuries” of magic knowledge. Think about it: Add up all our collective years of 

magical knowledge and it would amount to a couple of hundred years for sure. Let’s not leave all 

that under our hats! 

 

See you soon. In the meantime, Stay Magical! 

 

John Russell 

President 

Secretary’s Report – Dr. Joaquin M. Ayala 
Our March meeting was a doozy – a large power outage forced us to move the meeting to an 
alternate location and what a great time we ended up having! Karl Rabe opened by showing a 
blow-up rabbit inside a hat, a prop he manufactured himself. Ken Magee performed a 
wonderful impromptu Center Tear effect with the help of Art Goyette, which was followed by 
Jim Placido removing a deck of cards from its box and using a jumbo card to vanish the box 
completely – very clever! Andrew Martin Portala performed an effect which was a hybrid 
effect of his and Karrell Fox in which royal mates are lost in the deck and then find each other 
in a deck full of Jokers! John Russell performed his take on the Mental Photography Deck, Eli 
Portala performed a number of effects beginning with a mini wand that changes color when it 
is pushed into a small cube, the Albo Card by Michael Ammar, a Rising Card and Truth in 
Advertising by Henry Evans. Don Oesterwind performed a great mental piece using the One-
Ahead Principle in which he predicted a random date, name and selected playing card. Dr. 
Joaquin M. Ayala was our magic book/history reference master for the night and he also 
performed the Schrodinger Pass – it is invisible until you see it! Joe Fusco performed a very 
clean card divination in which a deck is thoroughly shuffled, a selection is made, the deck cut 
into various packets, the card is returned and all is reassembled in an order decided by various 
helpers. The card was divined and located after a few short questions. Jim Placido also 
demonstrated a funny “mind reading” effect using an instant stooge in the form of member Jim 
Folkl. There were lots of ideas, stories and laughs to go around and everyone had a blast – this 

A sheep, a drum and a rattlesnake fall 

over a cliff……Baa-dum-tss! 

I never paid the bill for my 

exorcism so I was repossessed… 



was a fun and very magical meeting! By the way, Karl, Andrew and John – you should market 
that! HA! (There was a running joke that night that all the mistakes and oops-es that happened 
were new twists on the effects, and thus, they should be marketed!) 

 
 

  

At the Baker’s Convention they 

traded their secrets on a knead-

to-know basis… 
 

Q: What did one calendar say to the other?  
A: Your days are numbered! 

 

Reading while sunbathing makes 

you well RED! 

 

A man’s home is his castle, in a manor of 
speaking… 

 
 

Ever play that weird carnival 

game where groundhogs pop 

up out of the holes and before 

they duck back down, you 

smear them with avocado? 

Guac-a-mole? 

Scott and Molly’s wedding 
was so emotional, even the 

cake was in tiers! 

 

Pizza Hut gave me a thin crust with nothing but pepper on it. It 
was a pepperonly pizza! 

 
Karl Rabe Jim Placido 
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Dr. Joaquin M. Ayala 

John Russell Don Oesterwind 

Jim Folkl 

Joe Fusco and Karl Rabe 
Eli Portala 



Ex Libris by Joaquin Ayala, Ph.D. 
 
Hello folks and welcome to the Ex Libris article for April 2017! Being that it is April, I thought we 
would go abroad (at least in our imaginations) and explore the land of Japan via the body of 
work of a Japanese magician! I thought of Japan because April in Kyoto, Tokyo and Osaka is 
typically Cherry Blossom time, and I have been re-reading a lot of Dai Vernon recently. This 
month we will focus on a book called The Amazing Miracles of Shigeo Takagi by Richard 
Kaufman. It is a 120-page hardcover book that was written and published in 1990, illustrated by 
the ever-talented owner of the Magic Land magic shop in Japan, Ton Onosaka. 
 
Shigeo Takagi is widely regarded as the Dai Vernon of Japan – he was born in 1930 and died in 
1991 and his skills were as varied as that of the Professor. He was an author of many, many 
books and not just magic books; his expertise ran the gamut from gambling to games, 
psychology to hypnosis, from puzzles to memory to philosophy. He worked at the National Diet 
Library – kind of like the American Library of Congress, where he translated many books into 
the Japanese language. 
 
This book is chock full of great, strong magic. Within its 120 pages you will find magic for coins, 
cards, ropes, rubber bands, silks, the Linking Rings and even a bit with scissors. Among the 
highlights of the card work are his Wild Blanks where you display five all-blank cards and after 
writing your name (or anything you want, really) on one of the cards, it magically transfers to 
the other cards. Total Triumph is a great combination of the Larry Jennings Convincing Control, 
the Tenkai Optical False Shuffle and the most famous Triumph Cutting Display by Daryl.  
 
In Trans-Purse-Sition four coins are dumped out of a coin purse – three half dollars and a 
Chinese coin. The Chinese coin is placed back into the purse and it is snapped shut. The three 
half dollars then change into the Chinese coin and when the purse is opened, the three half 
dollars are dumped out! In The Oriental Coins, which has no Western counterpart, uses two 
small bowls and four coins. The coins vanish and appear between the bowls one at a time and 
then two at a time and finally all four at once. The Ghostly Silk is a short, sweet penetration of 
two un-gimmicked silks; Do-As-I-Do Rope Routine is self-explanatory but is a very strong 
audience participation rope effect, worthy of being a feature piece. Owan Tō Tama is the 
Japanese answer to the Cups and Balls with some very pretty sequences and no Western 
counterpart, especially where the techniques are concerned. 
 
Certainly the biggest highlight of the book, and indubitably the thing for which Takagi is most 
famous for creating in 1977 is The Solid Cup, a Chop Cup routine where a small ball is vanished 
and reappears under a cup repeatedly and at the end, a large ball is produced. Ah! But the cup 
is shown to be absolutely solid! The large ball is apparently pushed back into the cup, but then 
the cup is unscrewed into two parts to show the ball actually inside of the solid cup! 
 
Well, that is all for this month folks! Be sure to check out this truly Ahhhhhh-mazing book and 
remember to keep the magic alive! We will ‘see’ you all next month! -JMA 
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Good thing it comes with a  
chef toque – keeps the hare 

out of your food! 
 Trivia Question: This conjuror was born 

in Marshalltown, Iowa on March 16th, 
1867. He is widely considered the first 

of the great manipulative magicians 
and was “perhaps the greatest of them 
all.” He was a master of coin magic and 
the author of three now-classic magic 

texts, the first written in 1900, the 
second in 1902 and the third in 1909. 

He died on September 11th, 1938. Who 
is he? Answer at the end of the 

newsletter. 

Scott Mitchell 

John Russell 

Dan Jones & Don Oesterwind 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Thomas_Nelson_Downs_magician.png


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Answer to A Little Puzzle from the March 2017 Newsletter 

Houdini offered to “make the challenge even more difficult” by being 
locked inside the safe. He had guessed correctly that the safe was far 

easier to unlock from the inside than from the outside.  

Linda Triemer Dan Jones & Don Oesterwind 

Magic Joe Fusco Gordon Schott 

Trivia Question Answer 
Thomas Nelson Downs 

(T. Nelson Downs/Tommy Downs) 
– The King of Koins 

The books he authored are: 
Modern Coin Manipulation (1900) 

Tricks with Coins (1902) 
The Art of Magic (1909) 



One more for the road: Did you hear about the magician 

that cut off his wife’s entire left side? She is all right now… 
 

 

Support our local brick & mortar magic shops! 

 

ABC Magic Shop 

69 N Walnut St, /Mount Clemens, MI 48043 

(586) 790-3700 

http://abcmagicshop.com/ 

 

Wunderground Magic, Inc. 

Phone: (248) 280-5925 

Email: paul@wundergroundmagicshop.com 

Mail: 16 S. Main St., Clawson, MI 48017 

Web: http://www.wundergroundmagicshop.com/ 

 
AAMC POCs 

President:  John Russell / john@johnrussellmagic.com 

Vice President:  Mark O’Brien / mpobmagic@gmail.com 

Secretary:  Dr. Joaquin M. Ayala de Cédoz / chefayala99@gmail.com 

Treasurer:  Scott Mitchell / vonbodan@gmail.com 

Sergeant-at-Arms:  Bill Brang / havewandwilltravel2002@yahoo.com 

Librarian:  Dr. Joaquin Ayala / chefayala99@gmail.com 

Historian:  Mark O’Brien / contact@pm4crmagic.me 

Webmaster:  Karl Rabe / krabe@comcast.net 

Website:  http://www.aamagic.org/ 

 

Check out our Facebook Page “Ann Arbor Magic Club” 
Have a question / suggestion / comment / contribution? Contact us! 

Bring a guest to a meeting! Perform! Join a Committee! 
 

The Ann Arbor Magic Club meets the 2nd Wednesday of each month 
at Senate Coney Island Restaurant - 34359 Plymouth Rd, Livonia, MI 
48150-1500. Meeting starts at 7 p.m. Come at 6 p.m. if you want to 

eat. 
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